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with increasing importance of digitized media, the need for robust detection of image distortions has become very important. in this paper, the effect of applying distortion like the suture aperture and compression/expansion on image quality is presented. then the performance of the various models is
compared and the advantages of each type of model are described. in this paper, methods of analyzing the influence of the scope of the internet of things on the network control panel are investigated. the investigation focused on traffic load, average and number of connections, average connection time,

basic usage statistics, and the degree of information exchange among devices. the application programming interface (api) of the adlenet platform is analyzed to get the number of calls and detailed information about each one. in this paper, we present a multilevel approach for mobile app
recommendations. this approach is based on a user’s expressed interest for particular categories of apps, and uses data from several sources to enhance the diversity of the apps recommended. the user’s expressed interest is first extracted from their behavior in the app catalog, where we leverage

machine learning and information retrieval methods to optimize the initial set of suggested apps. this enables us to rapidly expand the app catalog and make it more diverse, thereby achieving a high recommendation accuracy for all users. smart industry, a platform that facilitates collaboration between
the manufacturing industry and academia has enabled academia to access the manufacturing industry's innovations to increase the innovation performance of the industry. two key innovations made available to academics were (1) made-to-order production for research and development and (2) use of

smart manufacturing to improve the product. in this paper, we demonstrate how an academic program and the standardization of materials and designs are combined to establish a smart manufacturing environment. we provide a practical example of how academia and industry can take the lead in using
this approach for developing future industries.
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this is an example of an artificial neural network (ann) in which information is passed along to the output neuron
through a set of weighted connections from neurons in the input layer. in a deep learning task, the weights are learned
during training through adjusting the values of the weights such that the output ( y ) of the network matches the target

value ( x ). digit recognition; jain et al [202] use a deep belief network (dbn) for control of a concurrent time-varying
fuzzy model. fig 2.1 digit recognition; jain et al [202] use a deep belief network (dbn) for control of a concurrent time-

varying fuzzy model. figs. 2.2 and 2.3 show examples of a recurrent neural network with learning and testing. the
output of the network is the test data input to a softmax function, which outputs the probability of occurrence of the
test data. the feed-forward neural network can make mistakes on inputs which it has never seen before. this is called
the exploding relu networks. the learning algorithm that is used in the feed forward neural network is the a gradient

descent method called the back propagation algorithm. this model can achieve approximate solutions to a wide range
of machine learning problems. in the field of image recognition, perception of images is interpreted into a data layer by
the convolutional neural network. this data layer is converted into another layer by the activation function called a non-

linear activation or simply a non-linear function. in a conventional feed forward neural network, a neural network
usually has a single type of neuron. with a cnn, the shape and size of the input data such as images is incorporated in

the form of the filter whereas in a conventional neural network the shape and size of the input data such as images is a
far more important factor. 5ec8ef588b
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